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POETRY

84 Two poems — Sea-Shells, Wanderlust, Dorothy Hewett
89 Wadi, Louis Armand
91 Liquid Thermostat, Lorraine Marwood
93 The Pleat, Rhyll McMaster
95 Scar on the First Day I Met You, Lucy Dougan
98 This is the Poem, Catherine Bateson
101 Older woman dreams, Aileen Kelly
103 Painting, Paul Hetherington
106 The News and Weather, Rosemary Dobson
113 The Young Sun, Graeme Webster
119 Dark Matter, Stephen Edgar
124 American Safety Valve, Fay Zwicky
126 Christopher Brennan (1870-1932), John Tranter
126 Souvenir, Gary Catalano
131 The Bird is Close, Kevin Hart
132 Diary of a Crazy Contemporary Convict, Ouyang Yu
139 Belated Explanation, Martha Richardson

FICTION — BIOGRAPHY

85 from The Conversations at Curlow Creek, David Malouf
127 from The Changing Years, Rosemary van den Berg

ESSAYS

99 The Power of Communicating Without Words — David Malouf's An Imaginary Life and Remembering Babylon, Kathleen Doty and Risto Hiltunen
111 Vision, Language, and the Land in Rosemary Dobson's Poetry, Werner Senn
117 Winners and Losers — Peter Carey's The Big Bazoohley, Anthony J. Hassall
121 Desolation Angels — World and Earth in Picnic at Hanging Rock, J.A. Wainwright
133 Victorian Repression and Colonial Desire in *Heart of Darkness* and *A Fringe of Leaves*, Michael Harris

137 Alan Duff and *Once Were Warriors* — Ventilating Race in New Zealand, Norman Oder

DEPARTMENTS

83 About the Cover

97 North American Australianist, Nan Albinski

107 A Conversation with Rosemary Dobson, David McCooey

140 Soundings from Down Under, Nicholas Bims

172 1995 Bibliography — Australian Literature and Criticism Published in North America, Faye Christenberry

REVIEWS

141 Glenda Adams, *The Tempest of Clemenza*. Lisa Altomari

142 Sue Woolfe, *Leaning towards Infinity*. Jane Emery

143 Mandy Sayer, *The Cross*. Michael E. Pippenger

144 Rod Jones, *Billy Sunday*. David Callahan

145 Andrew McGahan, 1988. Darren DeFrain

146 Christos Tsiolkas, *Loaded*. Dmetri Kakmi

147 Fiona Capp, *Night Surfing*. Mary-Robyn Adams

147 Kerry Greenwood, *Cassandra*. Gina Lura Walker

149 Peter Goldsworthy, *Wish*. Frank Panigj


151 Richard Wilkes, *Bulmum*. Richard Carr

152 William Hart-Smith, *Birds Beasts Flowers*. Lyn Jacobs

153 Thomas Shapcott, *The City of Home*. Herbert C. Jaffa


158 Paul Kane, *Australian Poetry: Romanticism and Negativity*. Nicholas Bims

159 Simon Dunng, *Patrick White*. Carolyn Bliss

160 EASA, *Australia's Changing Landscapes*. Horst Priessnitz

161 Dean Kiley, *and that's final*. Felicity Plunkett


162 Maryanne Dever, ed., *M. Barnard Eldershaw*. Marian Arkin

164 Janine Burke, ed., *Dear Sun*. Catherine Miner


166 Eric Venbrux, *A Death in the Tiwi Islands*. Marilyn Strelau

167 Susan Mitchell, *The Scent of Power*. Donna Coates

168 Judith Binney, *Redemption Songs*. Juniper Ellis

169 Richard Fotheringham, *In Search of Steele Rudd*. Murray S. Martin


171 Beryl Hackner, *Rosa: A Biography of Rosa Townsend*. Anne Pender
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About the cover

Michelle Hiscock
"Victoria Square — Adelaide"
1996
Charcoal on gessoed paper
30 cm x 30 cm

Michelle Hiscock is a young Australian artist, who was trained at the Canberra School of Art, Australian National University. Later she studied in Japan. She is currently a Lecturer in Drawing and Art History at the North Adelaide School of Art.

Solo exhibitions of her work have appeared in various galleries in Sydney, Melbourne, and Adelaide. She has also painted murals, and in 1994 received a Project Grant from the Department for Arts and Cultural Heritage, South Australia.

Another of Ms. Hiscock’s works was reproduced in the June 1996 issue of Antipodes, page 7.

Correction — Although the error did not detract from the striking art on the June 1996 cover of Antipodes, the name of the artist was misspelled in the note “About the cover.” The correct spelling of the artist’s name is Jon Cattapan, not John Cattapan. Antipodes apologizes for the error.

IMPORTANT CHANGE OF ADDRESS

Antipodes has moved to the city —
Marian Arkin
Managing Editor
155 Perry Street
New York, NY 10014
Telephone: 212/366-6906
Fax: 718/482-5599

Antipodes acknowledges financial assistance from the following agencies, individuals, and institutions:
• The Literature Board of the Australia Council
• Cultural Relations Branch of the Australian Department of Foreign Affairs & Trade
• Vassar College
• Edward A. Clark Center for Australian Studies
• Straddlefork Foundation
• Leila Clark Wynn
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